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Abstract: The Poland economy has gained lots of achievements esp. in gas and oil industry 

during the 2014-2019 period and affected by Covid 19 and US-China trade war. Orlens group is a 

big gas and oil group operating in Central Europe countries such as Germany, Poland, Czech and 

Lithuania. This paper measures the revenue and EBITDA of a big gas and oil company, PKN 

Orlens in Poland, under impacts of macro indicators. As we experienced role of business 

management and sustainable development in gas and oil industry has been increasing with new 

perspectives in management, corporate governance models.In order to recommend for sustainable 

business development, this research paper aims to figure out how much effects in revenue from 

macro indicators of one of big listed Poland firms, PKN Orlens during the period 2014-2019 with 

semiannual data. Our findings show that revenue are affected much more by exchange rate and 

lending rate. It implies bank system policies and macro policies. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Nowadays, under 4.0 industry PKN Orlens will pay more attention to fluctuatins in macro variables and risk 

management, esp. New perspectives in governance , management and risk models. This is the 1st reason we 

conduct this research paper. 

Second, macro policy makers will need to look at risk management in gas and oil industry and impacts of macro 

factors on revenue in order to adjust macro policies. What we need to adjust in CPI, exchange rate, lending rate  

and other policies? This is the 2nd reason for us to conduct this study. 

Orlens group . Central European fuel leader, has operated in Europe countries such as Germany, Lithuania, 

Czech and Poland since 2004 and it has 2679 service stations in economy sectors.   

Hence, This study will calculate and figure out not only inflation but other macro factors, both internal and 

external, such as GDP growth, CPI, lending rate, SP500, trade balance and exchange rate, etc. affecting both 

revenue  during the time 2014-2019. 

 

PREVIOUS STUDIES 

Research Issues  

Issue 1: What are impacts of internal indicators such as inflation, GDP growth, lending rate,…on  revenue of 

PKN Orlens? 

Issue 2: Evaluating impacts of external indicators such as CPI US, exchange rate and S&P500 on PKN  

revenue? 

There are hypotheses need to be test:  

Hypothesis 1: the revenue (PKN) will increase if inflation decrease and it will decrease if GDP growth 

decreases.. 

Hypothesis 2: If exchange rate decreases (PLN appreciation), revenue will decrease. 

Hypothesis 3: With the above reasons in Covid 19 and US-China commerce war and low inflation, the  revenue 

(PKN) will be highly affected by US macro conditions and SP500.   

Literature review: Jahangir and Dural (2011) presented that with OLS, export andoil price can be forcaseted 

with GDP.Then, Ekmecioglu (2012) mentioned that crisi in oil price (crude) affected much on macro conditions. 

And Ciftci (2014) mentioned that no evidence showing stock return affected by interest rate.  Then, Yoshino et 

al (2015) stated that in China, CPI affected by oil price at a milder level compared to other developed nations.   
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Beside, Ratti et al (2016) pointed that interest rate (tighten) linked with oil price positively   

Anand et al (2018) said companies kepp much cash during oil price crisis and budget deficit. Then, Mukhtarov 

et al (2019) specified oil price and exchange rate has negative correlation in Azerbaijan case. 

Last but not least, Onakoya (2020) showed between oil segment and unemployment and GDP there is positive 

correlation. 

We see research gap: while other previous studies relate oil price to macro conditions, our study mainly concern 

macro indicators affecting revenue of PKN Orlens. There is no researches so far done on this topic in a specific 

and big listed gas and oil firm in Poland. 

The below table will summarize previous studies relating to company under macro impacts topic: 

Methodology  

In our study, data from the stock exchange during the period 2014-2019 and financial statements of PKN Orlens 

to estimate macro effects on revenue.   

This paper uses qualitative method with analytical combined with quantitative data analysis. Financial data from 

listed firm (PKN Orlens).  

Analysis of the effects of 6 macro variables on revenue of listed gas and oil company, PKN Orlens. Monthly 

data collected from 2014-2019 for PKN stock price and other macro data from reliable sources such as Statistics 

Office and ceicdata.com (date access 3/1/2020). EBITDA and revenue is a function with 6 macro variables (x1: 

GDP growth rate (g), x2: CPI Poland (i), x3: Loan interest rate (r), x4: Exchange rate (ex_rate), x5: S&P 500, 

x6: CPI US. We use OLS regression. 

 Total 6 macro variables are described with sources in the below table: 

Table 1: Variables description 

Variable name Sign Data source Reference source 

Dependent variable 

Revenue Rev Financial statements PKN Orleans website 

Independent variables 

GDP growth g Bureau statistics  Dinh Tran Ngoc Huy (2021, Springer Verlag book chapter) 

“Impacts of Internal and External Macro Factors on Firm Stock Price in 

An Econometric Model – A Case In Viet Nam Real Estate Industry” 

CPI Poland VNindex HOSE and HNX Dinh Tran Ngoc Huy “Econometric model for ACB bank stock price 

2008-2011, Sai Gon university journal, No.22, 2015” 

CPI US Rf Ministry of Finance 

(MOF) 

Dinh Tran Ngoc Huy “Econometric model for ACB bank stock price 

2008-2011” 

Lending rate r Commercial bank Dinh Tran Ngoc Huy (2021, Springer Verlag book chapter) “Impacts 

of Internal and External Macro…” 

Exchange rate Ex_rate Commercial bank Dinh Tran Ngoc Huy (2021, Springer Verlag book chapter) “Impacts 

of Internal and External Macro ..” 

S&P500 SP500 NYSE Dinh Tran Ngoc Huy “Econometric model for ACB bank stock price 

2008-2011, Sai Gon university journal, No.22, 2015” 

 

In the below table, we see statistics for 6 variables. We find our standard deviation of EBITDA, revenue and 

SP500 with highest values, while std. deviation of exchange rate and lending rate as lowest values. 

 

Fig.1: Descriptive statistics for 6 macro variables 

MAIN RESULTS  

Overall Analysis: First we look at the below figure, we find out correlation matrix of internal variables. We see 

that Increase in industrial manufacturing index will cause Beta CAPM increases while decrease in CPI will 

make it decreases. 
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Fig.2: Correlation matrix of revenue and 6 variables 

Empirical Research Findings and Discussion  

In the below section, data used are from 2014-2019 with monthly data for stock price of PKN Orlens. Different 

scenarios are created by comparing scenarios: revenue under macro internal factors impacts and macro external 

variables effects. 

We model our data analysis as in the below figure: 

 

Fig.3: Analyzing revenue under impacts from macro factors in  scenarios  

Using OLS regression from Eviews, we find out: CPI and exchange rate have positive correlation with revenue 

of PKN Orlens while SP500 has negative correlation with revenue. 

 

Fig.4: External and Internal impacts on Revenue of PKN Orlens 

DISCUSSION FOR FURTHER RESEARCHES 

We can continue to analyze other factors behind the risk scene (oil price, public debt, etc.) in order to 

recommend suitable policies and plans to control profit and revenue better. 

In order to enhance risk management culture at PKN Orlens, a big listed gas and oil company in Poland, in the 

context of trade ward and Covid 19 effects, we have to consider some following action plans: 

- It is necessary to enhance the role of risk supervision and control according to the risk management process as 

follows: 

Step 1: Establish and analyze risk contexts (internal and external environment of the enterprise) 

Step 2: Identify and classify risks 

Step 3: Risk measurement and analysis 

Step 4: Risk assessment (level of risk) 

Step 5: Handling risks (through specific policies and plans) 

Throughout the 5-step process of risk management in commercial banks and businesses is risk monitoring 

activities, performing communication and advisory functions for risk management activities. 
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In addition, it is necessary to build a culture of risk and a culture of risk management in enterprises and 

regulatory agencies 

In addition, it is necessary to focus on risk prevention through 3 objects: people, processes (policies), and 

technology. 

 

CONCLUSION AND POLICY SUGGESTION 

As shown from the above regression model and equation, Government and Ministry of Finance need to increase 

GDP growth for increasing revenue of the firm. 

This research paper provides evidence that revenue are affected much more by exchange rate and lending rate. It 

means that the role of bank system in trying to reduce these rates properly. When PLN/USD rate reduces or 

PLN appreciation, it leads to decrease in revenue. 

Policy implications: Our model also shows that other macro factors such as CPI and exchange rate just have 

positive impact on EBITDA while SP500 has negative correlation with EBITDA. And exchange rate and 

lending rate have much more effects on revenue of PKN Orlens. 

Management implications: 

Specifically, for PKN Orlens management:  

- Building a model to analyze the impact of macro variables on profit and revenue as described above. 

- In order to enhance revenue stream for the firm, management needs to predict an increase from CPI Poland, 

CPI US, Poland GDP growth rate, exchange rate and lending rate, as well as a reduction in SP500 index. 

Limitation of the research: Finally, this study opens some new directions for further researches in 

management control policies in gas and oil system as well as in the whole economy. We also can add other 

factors such as public debt into our model for expanding research. Even we can expand our research model for 

other industries as well as in other emerging markets and all over the world. 
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